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ABSTRACT
A multidisciplinary research area such as wireless sensor networks (WSN) have been invoked the
monitoring of remote physical environment and are used for a wide range of applications ranging from
defense personnel to many scientific research, statistical application, disaster area and War Zone. These
networks are constraint with energy, memory and computing power enhance efficient techniques are
needed for data aggregation, data collection, query processing, decision making and routing in sensor
networks. The problem encountered in the recent past was of the more battery power consumption as
activity increases, need more efficient data aggregation and collection techniques with right decision
making capabilities. Therefore, this paper proposed the efficient and effective architecture and mechanism
of energy efficient techniques for data aggregation and collection in WSN using principles like global
weight calculation of nodes, data collection for cluster head and data aggregation techniques using data
cube aggregation.
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1. INTRODUCTION
A multidisciplinary research area such as wireless sensor networks [2, 4, 6, 7, 18] where close
collaboration between users, application domain experts, hardware designers, and software
developers is needed to implement efficient systems.
Wireless sensor networks consist of small nodes with sensing, computation, and wireless
communications capabilities. Many routing, power management [17, 19, 24], and data
dissemination protocols have been specifically designed for WSNs where energy awareness is an
essential design issue. Routing protocol [5, 20] in WSNs might differ depending on the
application and network architecture.
Sensor nodes are small, inexpensive battery power wireless devices with only few memory spaces
and processing power. A sensor network is a collection of sensor nodes cumulated in an ad-hoc
fashion. The parameter being used to control the overall energy and battery power are rationalized
to provide best possible solution. Accuracy can be a matter of consideration as distance varies
from cluster to cluster but can be used to provide a variety of research application, mobile
communication and location tracking system.
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Wireless Sensor Network [1, 2, 4, 6] generates a large amount of data that has to be aggregated at
various levels. A multidimensional aggregation approach [7, 9, 13, 14, 15] is considered for
exhibiting the node parameters for each network. Bandwidth, memory, signal strength, time,
battery power etc. have been utilized to examine the performance of a sensor network, its
efficiency can be enhanced by reducing the cost of cluster development. Sensor nodes are
becoming popular in mobile communication technology due to their fast communication speed
and better result generation in information systems.
Sensor nodes are useful in disaster, war zone and several modern technology like mobile
technology, laser technology etc where the data has to be transferred accurately and in a fraction
of time where each node is responsible for the extraction and transfer of data such that the data to
be exchanged cannot be lost on its way to the receiver.
Data Aggregation uses the parameters of nodes joining the cluster so that the data attributes are
selected and stored in an aggregated format for further evaluation and usage. Aggregation refers
to the technique that models the data and information in a dimensional construct that is easy to
store and retrieve. The data collection technique is being employed to store and collect data items
and parameters on a database server. All the related data items are stored in accessible data form.
The problem encountered in the recent past was of the battery power consumption [5, 6], more
efficient data aggregation and collection techniques with right decision making capabilities,
Therefore, this paper proposed the efficient and effective architecture and mechanism for
mentioned problem using principles like global weight calculation of nodes , data collection for
cluster head and data aggregation techniques using data cube aggregation.
This paper is organized into sections. The sections provide the information about the parts and
modules of the research undertaken by the current statements. Section-I provides the introduction.
On basis of literature survey the Section - II includes the background of the paper, Section - III
deals with the proposed work for energy efficient data collection and aggregation techniques in
WSN. The conclusion is stipulated in Section - IV. The proposed work may be extended further
with reference to the different situations are mentioned in section - V under heads of future
aspect. Finally Section - VI mentioned all references used in this paper under heads of
References.

2. BACKGROUND
A multifaceted approach in the field of WSN for research has been undertaken in recent past.
Several Parameters were used for decision making, especially in disaster and war zone with a
limited field of works. Therefore the efficiency and power consumption [5, 6] was of very much
concern and conflict in usage. Wireless sensor nodes were initially used to transfer the
information about the node with associated data and exchange the facts along with the existing
base station of the mobile user. The user had to suffer with considerable energy loss and
bandwidth consumption [17, 18, 21]. There is no efficient techniques were present in previous
ages that could enable a better power and battery efficient framework for data transfer.
Continuous research and development in the field has provided new improved solutions so that
the clustering methods can be used for efficient outputs. The flexibility, fault tolerance, high
sensing fidelity, low cost, and rapid deployment characteristics of sensor networks create many
new and exciting application areas for remote sensing [3, 5, 9, 13, 15, 23]. This wide range of
application areas will make sensor networks an integral part. However, realization of sensor
networks needs to satisfy the constraints introduced by factors such as fault tolerance, scalability,
cost, hardware, topology change, environment, and power consumption.
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A WSN consists of a large number of sensor nodes. Each sensor node senses environmental
conditions such as temperature, pressure and light and sends the sensed data to a base station
(BS), which is a long way off in general. Since the sensor nodes are powered by limited power
batteries [5, 6] in order to prolong the life time of the network, low energy consumption is
important for sensor nodes. In general, radio communication consumes the most amount of
energy, which is proportional to the data size and proportional to the square or the fourth power
of the distance. In order to reduce the energy consumption, a clustering and data aggregation [7,
9, 13, 14, 15, 23] approach has been extensively used. In this approach, sensor nodes are divided
into clusters, and for each cluster, one representative node, which called cluster head (CH),
aggregates all the data within the cluster and sends the data to BS. Since only CH nodes need long
distance transmission, the other nodes save the energy consumption. Efficient data collection [2]
in WSN plays a key role in power conservation. It has spurred a number of researches focusing
on effective algorithms that reduce power consumption with effective in-network aggregation
techniques. Up to now, most approaches are based on the assumption that data collection [11]
involves all nodes of a network. There are large numbers of queries that in fact select only a
subset of the nodes in a WSN. Thus, the selective queries like queries that request data from a
subset of a WSN. It is also argue that selective queries are an important class of queries that can
benefit from algorithms that are tailored for partial node participation of a WSN.

3. PROPOSED WORK
The proposed work is discussed in Section 3.1 and 3.2 are as follows.

3.1. Architecture of energy efficient techniques for data aggregation and collection
in WSN
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Sensor node: Sensor node is the primary working component that performs various
activities like cluster creation, data collection, transfer data among switching centers and
so on.
Sensors Parameters: The parameters like bandwidth, memory, time-to-live, radio signal
strength Indicator (RSSI), MRIC are identification factors for WSN architecture.
Newly Arriving Node: Current numbers of nodes present in the cluster and newly
arriving nodes are managed by functional parameters used in cluster creation parameters.
Cluster Creation: Collection of nodes that satisfy the parameter requirements ultimately
form a cluster.
Cluster Head Assignment: An individual cluster head is selected by evaluating the
minimum cost of that node who will serve as the head.
Threshold battery power: Threshold battery power is checked or evaluated against the
present status of battery of the cluster head.
Collection of Data: Data is collected from various nodes participating in the
communication and stored in a remote location for further access.
Query Processor: User defined queries are accepted and generated at clients end and
data is retrieved from the database for a specific query.
Aggregation: Aggregation technique like data cube collection approach has been used
for storage of node parameter values and cluster locations (Base Station). Data cube
approach supports various phases in a graphical format that is easy to understand and
access.
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3.2. Working Principle
The working of WSN proposed architecture model illustrated in Figure -1, which starts working
by selecting group of nodes and divided into clusters. These clusters will satisfy the intended
parameter requirements and conditions. The parameters like RSSI, TTL, MRIC, bandwidth,
battery consumption have been used to determine the number of nodes that would be considered
in a cluster. Thereafter a cluster head (CH) is selected among nodes lies inside the every cluster.
CH will be responsible for administration of all other nodes inside respective cluster and
collecting the data from the nodes inside the cluster and transferring the data to the neighboring
cluster head for further information exchange and updation. The newly arrived nodes will be
assigned as cluster head if the global cost of arrived node is minimum , otherwise other cluster
nodes will be given opportunity to participate and global cost is again recalculated. Thereafter the
data aggregation approach is presumed as the collection of data and various queries from the user
end are checked and transformed into low level schemes by a query processor. All data collected
and aggregated is stored at a storage location in database server. Finally at last the data is
aggregated by data cube approach and all the aggregated data will be transfer to the base station
for further use.

Figure 1. Architecture of Data Collection and aggregation for WSN.

3.3. Mechanism of energy efficient techniques for data aggregation and collection in
WSN
The proposed mechanism is discussed into four phases
Phase 1 - Cluster and Cluster Head creation in WSN
Step 1:- Assign node id for each node of WSN:
No of node=N
For (i=0; i<N; i++)
{
ss_id[i] =RandomNoGenerator ( ); // ss_id is Sub System ID
}
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Step 2:- cluster creation:
ClusterCreation ( )
{
For (ss_id=0; ss_id<N; ss_id++)
{
If (Bcon >= Apr && Pm>=Tm)

// Bcon = Battery consumption
// Apr =Present Cluster battery level
// Pm= Present memory
// Tm= Total cluster memory

{
Node will not be Included in Cluster
}
else if ((TTLnew>TTLclst))
// TTLnew= Time To Live new node
// TTLclst=Time To Live cluster
If ((MRICnew>MRICclst) && (RSSInew<RSSIclst) && (Bandnew>Bandclst))
/* MRICnew= Multicast Routing Information Cost
MRICclst=Multicast Routing Information Cost of
cluster
RSSInew=Reverse Signal Strength Indication of new
node
RSSIclst =Reverse Signal Strength Indication of new
node
Bandnew= Level Bandwidth new node
Bandclst= Level Bandwidth cluster
*/
{
No new node can join Cluster ( );
}
else
{
Join cluster;
}
}
Step 3:- ClusterHeadAssignment:
ClusterHeadAssignment ( )
{
Total no of node = n;
For (cluster1 to clustern)
{
For (i=0; i<n; i++)
{
/*initialize parameter for cost evaluation*/
Bcon[i] = {}; /* Battery consumption at node i*/
Apr[i] = {}; /*Present Cluster battery level at node i*/
Pm[i] = {}; /*Present memory at node i*/
Tm[i] = {}; /*Total cluster memory*/
TTLnew[i] = {}; /*Time To Live new node*/
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TTLclst[i] = {}; /*Time To Live cluster*/
MRICnew[i] = {}; /* Multicast Routing Information Cost at node i*/
MRICclst[i] = {}; /* Multicast Routing Information Cost of cluster*/
RSSInew[i] = {}; /* Reverse Signal Strength Indication of new node*/
RSSIclst [i] = {}; /* Reverse Signal Strength Indication of new node*/
Bandnew[i] = {}; /* Level Bandwidth new node*/
Bandclst[i] = {}; /* Level Bandwidth cluster*/
/* now calculate the cost for each node */
C (i1) = (Apr[i]* Bandnew[i] /Bcon[i]*Bandclst[i])
C (i2) = (Pm[i] * TTLnew[i] /Tm[i] *TTLclst[i])
C (i3) = (MRICnew[i]*RSSInew[i]/ MRICclst[i]* RSSIclst [i])
}
Find out min. global cost for each node.
GCmin=∑ C (i1) + C (i2) + C (i3)
}
min = 0; max = 0;
{
for (i=1 to n)
{
C (i1) = (Apr[i]* Bandnew[i] /Bcon[i]*Bandclst[i])
C (i2) = (Pm[i] * TTLnew[i] /Tm[i] *TTLclst[i])
C (i3) = (MRICnew[i]*RSSInew[i]/ MRICclst[i]* RSSIclst [i])
GCmin = C (i1) + C (i2) + C (i3);
If (max< GCmin)
{
max = GCmin;
}
else if (min> GCmin)
{
min = GCmin;
}
}
Step 4:-Newly Arriving Node In WSN:
NewlyArrivingNodeInWSN ( )
{
• Calculate the following factor Bcon[i], Apr[i], Pm[i], Bandnew[i], Bandclst[i], TTLnew[i],
Tm[i], TTLclst[i], MRICnew[i], RSSInew[i], MRICclst[i], RSSIclst [i];
• Calculate C (i1), C (i2), C (i3);
• Calculate GCmin;
• If (newly arrive node GCmin < cluster head GCmin)
{
Assign new node as cluster head;
}
else
{
Join cluster ( );
}
}
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Step 5:-Threshold For Battery Power:
ThresholdBatteryPower ( )
{
Check the battery power of cluster head
If (CH_battery power < PTHRESHOLD)
{
CH sends battery power low signal to its neighbor & recalculates the global weight for
each node and minimum global weight node assign as cluster head.
}
else
{
No requirement;
}
}
Phase 2 – Cluster head data collection:
ClusterHeadDataCollection ( )
{
• The number of nodes has to be associated with various parameter or node parameters.
• All the nodes are aggregated at cluster level.
• The parameters useful for node information are collected and stored at each cluster head
• The cost is evaluated on the basis of collected parameters.
• Minimum global cost is evaluated.
• All the cost parameters are send to the cluster head for further association
• Next the transfer is to the base station.
}
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Figure 2. UML diagram of data collection technique

Phase 3 – Data aggregation technique based on data cube aggregation
Data Cube Aggregation: It is a multidimensional approach for data aggregation. The values are
stored in separate cell of a data cube, each phase of cube is divided into separate rows & columns
and each value & node such as consumption, bandwidth, MRIC, RSSI etc are represented at the
beginning of rows.
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Figure 3. Data cube technique of data aggregation

4. CONCLUSIONS
The paper widely acclaims the improved technology for energy efficient techniques for data
aggregation and collection in WSN. The paper provides the accurate usage of battery and low
power consumption so that the user can send multiple messages in limited resources. The
parameters that are used manage the cluster head generation, and the node selection methods so
that the message can be easily transferred under such circumstances with right decision using
principles like global weight calculation of nodes, data collection for cluster head and data
aggregation techniques using data cube aggregation.

5. FUTURE SCOPE
The proposed architecture and mechanism is efficient and effective but the field of scalability,
heterogeneous behavior of node and base station, mobility of sensor node is fully composite with
respect to the ongoing advancement in this field. The work done related to mentioned
methodology has been effectively stipulated in mobile computing, disaster, war zone and
infrastructure-less environment etc. All the approaches are designed to be user- friendly and more
importantly is a futuristic gerard of technology.
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